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ABSTRACT : Conic linear programming is a powerful modelling technique with many applications in
engineering, planning, statistics and many others. Typically, a conic linear program (CLP) is expressed as
the task of minimizing some linear function subject to linear equations and conic constraints. Sometimes,
however, the CLPs can exhibit nasty theoretical behavior. This is where regularization techniques come to
play. They fix ill-behaved problems and put them in a shape that solvers can successfully handle them. In
this note, we present a brief account of Facial Reduction Algorithms and discuss worst case bounds for their
termination.
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1.

been developed in the 90s and continue to be actively

Introduction

researched.

A conic linearprogram (CLP) correspondsto the following
optimizationproblem:

For an IPM to succeeded in solving (P), it is typically
required that some special conditions be satisfied. In order to

minimize

cTx

explain them, we need to introduce the dual problem. Recall

(P)

that (P) is called the primal problem and its dual counterpart

subject to Ax = b
x E K,
whereA is a m x n real matrix, b E ~Rm,
c E 9111and

is the following optimization problem:
maximize bTy

K is a closed convexcone. By a "convexcone", we mean any
subset of 9in such that for all x, y E K,a, /3 E 91we have

(D)

subject to c —ATy E K*,
where K* = {z E

I zTx >_0, Vx E K) is the so-called

ax + [3yE K. The "closed"part just means that K is closed
as set of 9in in the usualEuclideantopology.

dual cone of K and AT denotes the adjoint of A.

Dependingon the set K, we get differenttypes of problems.
For instance, when K is the nonnegativeorthant 9I+=

respectively, where it is understood that O = —00if

{xE 9111I x1>_0, Vi), we have Linear Programming(LP).
When K is the set of n x n positive semidefinitesymmetric
matrices, we have Semidefinite Programming (SDP).

admits no feasible solution. Similarly, OD= +00 if (D) is

Numerousapplicationsof SDPs can be seen, for instance,in
the surveyby Todd[1].

take for granted the existence of a primal optimal solution. The

Typically,a CLP is solved through the so-calledinterior

With this notation, the weak duality theorem states that we

point methods(IPMs)[2], which are algorithmsthat thathave

always have Op >—
O. When, in fact, we have Op = OD,we

Let Op,OD denote the optimal values of (P) and (D)

(P) is unbounded and O = +00 if (P) is infeasible, that is, it
unbounded and OD= —00 if (D) is infeasible.
Note that in this general context, even if Op is finite we cannot

same remark holds for (D).

say that the duality gap is zero. From both theoretical and
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take zero duality gap for granted.

contrast to what happens in Linear Programming, we cannot

For IPMs to work it is usually assumed that both (P) and (D)
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have what is called relative interior feasible solutions. First of

Let V = {x E 9in I Ax = b). Note that V is an affine set,

all, denote by span (K) the smallest subspace that contains K.

which, as we recall, simply means that it is some subspace of

Then, the relative interior of ri(K) is the topological interior

91" translated by some vector. Note that (P) is not strongly

of K in the Euclidean topology induced by span(K). That is:

feasible (i.e., (P) does not satisfy Slater's condition) if and only

ri(K) = {x E K I 3 an open set U S 9in such that x E

if V n ri(K) = 0. In this case, because V is an affine set and

U and UnKSspan(K)}.

K is, in particular, a convex set, by invoking one of the many

More details on the properties of the relative interior and a

separation theorems that exist [3], we can find some hyperplane

general discussion on convex analysis can be seen in the

H such that V and K belong to opposite half-spaces defined

classical book by Rockafellar [3].

by H. Let us explain more precisely the meaning of that. First,

A primal relative interior feasible solution is some vector x

since H is a hyperplane there are d E 9i', a E 91 such that

satisfying the constraints in (P) and also satisfying x E ri(K).

H = {x E 9V' I xTd = a). Then, H divides the whole space

When such a x exists, we say that Slater 's condition is satisfied

in two half-spaces H+ = {x E i." I xTd >_ a) and H =

for (P) or that (P) is strongly feasible. Similarly, a dual relative

{x E9in I xTd <_a). The statement that V and K belong to

interior feasible solution is some y satisfying the constraints in

opposite half-spaces is the same as saying that, for instance,

(D) such that c —ATy E ri(K*). When such an y exists, we

VSH-,KSH+.

say that (D) is strongly feasible or that the Slater 's condition is

The statement that V S H-, K S H+ does not exclude the

satisfied for (D).

possibility that V S H, K S H, which is not very interesting

Then, the strong duality theorem for conic programs states

since it does not give us much information about the relation

that if both (P) and (D) are strongly feasible, then we have

between V and K. Still, due to some technicalities, we can in

Op = OD and there are both primal and dual optimal solutions.

fact ensure that they are not both contained in H at the same

Unfortunately, as we remarked before, not all problems are

time. Then, exploring the properties of V and K, we can

strongly feasible. And this can cause a series of theoretical and

always assume that a = 0 and after some technical arguments

practical problems [4] [5]. For instance, a solver might

we are left with two possibilities:

converge to a wrong answer or it might mislabel an infeasible

1.

VSH,

problem as feasible.

2.

V n H = 0 and d E K*, which implies that (P) is

This is where Facial Reduction Algorithms (FRA) comes

K g H and d E K*.(See Figure 1 below).

infeasible, since V S H-, K S H+

into play. FRAs aim at reformulating (P) in such a way that

z

strong feasibility is satisfied for (P). This is accomplished by
finding a smaller part of K that still contains all the feasible
solutions of (P). Then, a new but equivalent problem (P*) is
obtained that has better theoretical properties and is more likely
to be solved correctly by existing methods. Then, if necessary,
we can also apply FRA to the corresponding dual problem of
(P*) to fully regularize the problem.

2.

Facial

Reduction

Facial reduction was developed by Borwein and Wolkowicz [6]
in the 80s for very general conic convex programs. However, it

Figure 1 —In this picture we can see a piece of the cone K

took some time before it became widely studied. It was in fact

(grey). In our context, a cone is an object that extend infinitely

with the advent of CLPs and IPMs that researchers

started to

in the directions it contains, so this only shows a part of it. We

pay attention to it. Modem descriptions of the technique can be

see that V (blue) intersects K at the boundary only, so there

found in the work by Pataki [7] and also in the work by Waki

are no relative interior points. Because of that, we can find the

and Muramatsu

hyperplane H, which

[8]. We will now present a brief overview of

KSH+.

the technique.
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If 2. holds,we stop.Notethatif 1.holds,it is not necessarily
thecase(P)is feasible,wesimplydonotknowthisinformation
at thispoint.Nevertheless,
if 1.holds,welet F = K n H. Then,
F has a fewspecialproperties:
1. F is a faceof K.
2. F containsallfeasiblesolutions
of (P).
3. F is strictlysmallerthan K, thatis F g K.Notonly
that,butthe dimension
of F is smaller.
Aface of K is a convexcone F containedin K withthe
propertythat x,y E K and x + y E F implythat x,y EFF.
For manyusefulcones,we candescribeits facesin a rather
completeandcomprehensive
manner.
Property2. ensuresthat if we substituteK forF in (P) we
will get an equivalentproblemin the sensethat all feasible
solutions
willstaythe same.In addition,theoptimalvalueand
optimalsolutionswillnotchange.However,sinceF is smaller
than K,thecorresponding
dualproblemcangainnewfeasible
solutions,
since F* ispotentially
largerthan K*.Soconsider
the following
newproblem
minimize cTx
(P1)
subject to Ax = b
x E F.
If (P1)is stronglyfeasible,thenwe are done.Otherwise,
by
the sameprinciple,we can find somehyperplaneH2 that
separatesF and V andeitherfindoutthatthattheproblemis,
in fact,infeasibleor finda smallerfaceof F thatcontainsall
feasiblesolutions
to (P).
Thisis the essencebehindfacialreduction.As longas the
problemis not stronglyinfeasiblewe can keepreplacingthe
conesby smallerand smallerfaces.Property3 listedabove
ensuresthatthisprocesswilleventuallycometo an endsince
the dimension
of the facesis gettingsmallerandsmaller.
In fact,it canbe shownthatthisprocessendsattheso-called
minimal
face of (P),whichis definedasthe smallestfaceof K
that containsall the feasiblesolutionsof (P).Wedenotethe
minimalfaceby F,Pnin.
Wecanthenstatea FRAalgorithm
as
follows.
Algorithm 1 - Facial Reduction
Input: (P)
Output: Fnin. (F in = 0 if (P)is infeasible)
1

If K is strongly feasible, let FPin

K and stop.

2

If K is not strongly infeasible let H = tx E 9 n I xTd =
0) be a hyperplane such that V g H-, K S H+ together

3

If A) holds, we let K - K n H and return to 1. If B)

holds,we let F,P,,in
<—
0 and stop.
After applying Facial Reduction, wefinally obtain the
followingregularizedversionof (P).
minimize cTx
subject to Ax = b

(P*)

xEFmPin,
If
is not
is empty,it can be shownthat the problem (P*)
has the followingproperties:it is stronglyfeasibleand given
some x E 9in we havethat x is feasiblefor (P) if and onlyif
it is feasiblefor (P*).In particular,we have Op= Op*.
3.

Worst

case

bounds.

Thefacialreduction
algorithm
(FRA)startsat theoriginalcone
K andprogressesto the minimalface Fr%in.
Moreprecisely,
the algorithmproducesa chainof faces F1 F2
suchthat F1 = K and Ff = F,Pnin•
Froma computational
point of view,FRA is expensive
becausethe hyperplanes
in Step2 mustbe foundby solving
auxiliaryconiclinearprograms.Fortunately,
these auxiliary
CLPshavenicetheoretical
properties
sotheydonotsufferfrom
the same ill-behaviorthat (P) mighthave, no matterhow
unfavorable
the theoretical
properties
of (P)are.
Still,if possible,we wouldlike to solveas few auxiliary
CLPsas possiblesinceour majorgoalis to solve(P). So,
usually,wemeasuretheperformance
of FRAbythenumberof
hyperplanesH foundthroughout
the algorithm.
Thelengthof
thechainoffaces F1 F2 ... Ft is definedto be I'. With
that,thenumberof hyperplanes
foundis - 1.
Notethatthe hyperplaneH in Step2 is notuniqueso for
fixed K,A,b, wehavesomedegreeof freedomin thechoiceof
H. A good H that cutsdeepinto the boundaryof K will
producea smallerchainof faces,whichis desirable.AbadH
thatproduces
a shallowcutonlyenoughto ensureK H and
nothingmoreis morelikelyto inducea longchainof faces.
We definethe singularitydegreeof (P) as the minimal
numberof hyperplanes
neededto ensurethat Ft = Fmin•
Thesingularity
degreeof (P)is denotedby d(P) andis a welldefinedquantity.
It is naturalto considerhowlargecan d(P)be. In fact,it is
possibleto showthatthereis a boundfor d(P) that doesnot
dependonAor b. Namely,
wealwayshave
d(P) e —1,
(1)

with either:
A) V S H, K

B) VnH=0,

H, or

—17—
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where -eK denotes the longest chain strict descending chain of

then there

faces of K.
As K is contained in the finite dimensional space 91n, it

then it must have dimension strictly smaller than K. Therefore,

suchthat Fmin= F fl H. In otherwords,if an intermediate
faceis suchthateithera blockis polyhedral
or is alreadya part
of the minimalface,thenit is possibleto jumpto the minimal
face Fminina singlestep.In the end, we get the following

eK is finite, which tells us, in particular, that there is no risk of

bound

also has finite dimension. In addition, if F

K is a face of K

exists

Facial Reduction running forever.

a hyperplane

H as in Step 2 of Algorithm

1

d(P)
<1+I fpoly
(K`). (4)

Recently, we noticed that the bound (1) is not very tight. That

i=1

Alsoin [9]we showthatthe quantity1 + ~i ~po1y(K0

is, for fixed K, the difference between the worst possible d(P)
and the quantity -eK—1 can be very large.

is strictly smaller than f

—1 if we have the product of at

In [9] we proved a better bound for d(P), which we now

least two cones that are not subspaces. In other words, not only

describe briefly. The motivation for it came from observing

the bound (4) is not worse than (1) but in most practical cases,

what happens when the cone K is polyhedral. We recall that a

it is strictly better.

set is said to be polyhedral if it can be described as the set of

In fact, as far as we know, the bound in (4) is the best general

solutions of a finite number of linear equations and linear

bound available depending only on K. But, of course, there is

inequalities. In particular, all affine sets are polyhedral but the

no guarantee that the Algorithm 1, as we stated in this paper,

converse does not hold.

will not end up finding more directions before reaching the

When K is polyhedral, although it can have a very long

minimal face. To account for that, in [9] we show how to design

chain of faces, it is possible to show that d(P) is at most one.

a facial reduction algorithm that is guaranteed to not perform

This stems from the Goldman-Tucker Theorem for Linear

worse than the bound in (4). This includes a detailed on

Programming, which asserts the existence of the so-called strict

discussion on how to find good hyperplanes through auxiliary

complementary optimal solutions for LPs.

conic linear programs.

So the first observation is that when we are doing Facial
Reduction as soon as we reach some polyhedral face, we can

4.

jumpstraightto Fn Thisgives
Thisthebound
d(P) <_1 + -epoiy(K), (2)
where4o1y(K) is the lengthminusoneof the longestchain

In this paper, we presented an overview of facial reduction

of faces of K that starts with

to a polyhedral

many interesting topics connected to facial reduction that we

faces are nonpolyhedral.

did not mention. For instance, Facial Reduction can be used to

K and descends

face in such a way that all intermediate

Conclusion

together with a discussion of worst case bounds. There are

Wecall 401y(K) thedistancetopolyhedrality
of K.
Theinequality(2)is alreadyan improvement
over(1),butit
is possibleto be sharper.For manyproblems,the cone K is
actuallya directproductof othercones.Thatis,
K=K1x...XKr,
(3)
wherethe Ki arethemselves
closedconvexcones.Inthiscase,
all facesof K arealsodirectproductsof facesof the K'.That
is, if F is a faceof K then
F=F1x...xFr
(3)
wherefor all i, we havethat F' is a face of K'. Now,
supposethat F is a faceobtainedin the intermediate
stepsof
Algorithm1.Underthesecircumstances,
weprovedin [9]that
thefollowing
condition
is enoughto jumpto Fmin•
If forevery

give generalized versions of the classical Farkas' Lemma that

i, we have either
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